A permanent boon to the Greenkeeper!

It doesn't require two days for any Greenkeeper to find out that the tractor-drawn PENNSYLVANIA Super Fairway Mower will cut grass faster; because the Super Fairway Quint, cutting a swath of 144 inches, will mow all the fairways on any average 18-hole course in less than two days.

One trip over the course with the Super Fairway will prove that it cuts grass better; that is, provided the Greenkeeper does not immediately note the sturdy construction that enables the Super Fairway to "hold the ground" at maximum speed without jumping or shaking, and the ingenious swivel attachments that permit each mower unit to follow independently the exact contour of the ground it covers.

But Time has been required to prove that the Super Fairway will keep on cutting grass better and faster and that PENNSYLVANIA Quality means minimum repair cost and uninterrupted service.

Write for your copy of attractive catalog describing the complete line of PENNSYLVANIA Mowers for Golf Courses, including the Super Roller Greens Mower, which has been even further improved for 1927.

PENNSYLVANIA LAWN MOWER WORKS
1645 North 23rd Street

TEN SUPER FAIRWAY FACTS
1. Every moving part roller bearing—even the ground rollers.
2. May be used to cut the rough by raising its units.
3. Frame supported on two separate ground wheels.
4. Alemite lubrication.
5. All knives of crucible steel, oil hardened and tempered.
6. All bearings in dirt-proof housings.
7. Knives and rollers adjustable for even cutting.
8. Mower units interchangeable—will fit in any position.
9. Removing two bolts changes the Quint to a Trio.
10. Each mower unit may be raised separately. Automatic clutch idles or engages cutting cylinders as they are raised or lowered.